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ON THE CONE OF MVISORS OF CALABI-YAU FIBER SPACES

YUJIRO KAWAMATA

                            INsliRODljCTION

  Let f : X -- S be a projective surjective ii]Lorp}'iisfi} of i}orma} va,rle#ies wlt}}

geometrlcally eoimeeted fibers. We call it a eajgbi- Yan ysber spaee if X ha.s on}y
Q-factorial terminal singularities and tl}e canonical clivisour Kx is relatively mimer-

ically triviai over S. This concept is a natural generalization of that of Calabi-Yau
manifolds. Such fiber spaces appear as the output of the xxiinimal model program
(MMP). We shal1 investigate divisors on them by using the log miniinal model pro-
gram (log MMP). "re refer the reader to [KMM] for the generalities of the minirnal

model theory.
  We shall consider tha following generalizations of conjectures of D. Morrison
([NII, rv12]) concerning the finiteness properties of the cones which are generated by
Ref divisors oy movab}e divisors (cÅí Definition l.l);

  Now we ccRslder a gei'}eralizatioR of #he Morrisolt coi}jecture:

Cgajectllre. (cS g2Vf2, 2Vf2D. Let f : X -- S be a Caiabi-Yau Eber space. Then
the foiiowing hold:

  (1) The number of the Aut(X/S)-equivalence classes of faces of the effective nef
cone v4e(X/S) corresponcling to birational contractions or fiber space structures
is finite, Nforeover, there exists a finite rational polyhedral cone n which is a
fundamental domahi for the action ofAut(X/S) on .A"(X/S) in the sense that

   (a) .4e(x/S) = UeffA.t(xls) e*H,
   (b) Int III ne.int H me Åë unless e. = id.

  (2) The nurriber of the BiKX/S)-equivafence classes of chanibers Ae(X'!S, a) in
S}je effecti'ge ?ltc'ijg5je cone Me(X!S) for Ske marX'ed rck}imaf models f' : X' - S

off : X . S wiSk mark"ings a ; X'- - X is S'llke. k2 o#ber words, tke i]uinber of
isomorp}iism cinsses of the minimai models off : X --, S is finite. kfereoyer, thei'e
exists a finite rationa,1 polyhedraj cone fi' which is a fumaclamentai domain for the

action of Bir(X/S) on Me(A"/S). m
  A marked minimal rnodel is a pair consisting of a rninixnal rnodel and a marking
birational map to a fixed model (Definition 1.4).

  The nef cone v4(X/S) is known to be locally rational polyhedral inside the big
cone B(XIS) ([K2], [Irheorern 1.9). In the case dim X mu 3, we shall prove a similar

statement for the movable cone vV(X/S): the decomposition of the movable cone
into nef cones is local}y finke inside the b!g cone (ff'l}eorÅëift 2.6), aRd the pse'isdio-

effeeii'lje cene g(X!S) itse}fis }oca}}y ratiei}a} pgly}iedxa} qway from M(X/g) (The-
ere}it 2.9).
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2 YUJIRO KAWAMA1、A

It is already known that the above conjectures are true if dim X = dim S口 3

([KM], Theorem 2.5). The main result of this paper is the proof of the五rstpart臼

of the conjectures (1) and (2) in the case where 0 < dim S < dim X = 3 (Main 

Theo詑 m in §3). In particular, the number of minimal models in a fixed birational 
cla畠sof 3-folds is finite up to isomor・phismsif the Kodaira dimension is positive 

(Corollary). 
In the course of the proof, we shall use the IR.-divisors in an e日目的ntialway. In fact, 

i札divisorsare more suitable for the analysis of the infinity than the Q divisors. 
It is necessary to consider the birational version (2) of the conjecture in o吋erto 

carry out our proof for the biregular version ( 1) (cf. Le磁器as1.15 and 1.16). 
The relative setting over the base space S is also essential in our inductive argu伊

ment on dim S with fixed dim X. This relative日。ttingseems to correspond to the 

g日ometricsituation where the size of the metric of the base space S goes to infinity. 

1. AMPLE CONE AND MOVABLE CONE 

Definition 1.1. In this paper, f : X → S will always be a projective surjective 
morphism of normal varieties defined over <C with geometrically connected fibers 

unless stated otl川 wise. A Cartier divisor D on X is said to be f-nef (resp. f-
movable, f-effeιti'l 
mapped to a poi叫 onS (resp. if dim S叩 pCoker（！事人Ox(D）→ Ox(D）） とえ
ばんOx(D)=f 0, ifκ（X,1> Dジ口 dimX -dim S for the generic pointηξ S). A 
linear combination of Cartier divisors with coe鉛cientsin JR. is called an IR.-Cartier 
di-ui8or. The real vector space 

N1(X/S）口｛Cartierdivisor on X}/(numerical equivalence over S) Rz JR. 

｛民Cartier《livisoron X}/(numerical e伊 ivalenceover S) 

is finite <lime前 ior泌！.We set ρ（X/S）ニ dimN1(X/S). The class of an JR. Cartier 
divisor Din N1(X/S) is denoted by [DJ. 

The f-nef co川 A(X / S) (resp. the clo8 ed f刊 O凶 blecone M(X/ S), the f-
pse・udo-effeci附 conef3 ( X / S)) is the closed convex cone in N 1 ( X / S) generated 
by the numerical classes of f-nef divisors (resp. f movalお divisors,f effective 
divisors). We have the followi時 inclusions:

λ（X/S) c M(X/S) c B(X/S) c N1(X/S) 

The interior A(X/ S) c A(X/ S) (resp. B(X/ S) cβ（ X / S)) is the open convex cone 
generated by the 山口泌氏al仇 ssesoff-ample divisors (f-big divisors）組dcalled 
an f-ample cone与、esp.f-big cone). We do not know鉛 cha characterization for the 

interior of M(X/S). We denote by Be(X/S) the f-effecfr凶 cone,the convex cone 
generated by !-effective Cartier divisors. We call A<(X/S) ＝λ（X/S) n B•(X/S) 
and Me(X/S) = M(X/S) n Be(X/S) the f創 effec
f欄 fflO'Uιblecone, respectively. By definition, we have B(X/ S) C B<(X/ S). 

Rema沈 1.2.(1) The base space S can be a complex a部 lyticspace if we make 

a suitable modification. In this case, one needs an additional assumption which 

gt川 anteesthe finiteness of p(X/ S). For example, we consider S as a germ of a 

neighborhood of a compact subsetκζS as in [K2]. 
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CONE OF DIVISORS OF CALABI-YAU FI日EHSPACES 3 

(2) If the log abun山肌etheorem for IR-divisors hol山 3日.g.,if 山 nX = 3 ([KeMM] 

and [Sho]), then Ae(X/ S) and Me(X/ S) are generated by the classes of IQl divisors 
as convex cones for a C札labi-Yaufiber space f : X 叶 S(Proposition 2.4). But 

there m可 existrational points in M(X/ S) which do川 tbelo時 toMι（X/S). (cf. 

Example 3.8 (2)). 
(3) Even if [DJ and [D'] are子e定ectiveand non zero, we might have [D÷D’l =0. 

む必王ethe case of A(X/S）， 人々は／S）訟 ayco凶 aina linear sul万戸田 ofN1(X/S). 

Example 1.3. (1) If J : X → S is a birational morphism, then B( X / S）ニ

N1(X/S). 
(2) If a generic fiber Xηof 、f:x→S is a curve, then the degree of a divisor D 

is defined by deg D = deg D 'I口 （D・ F) for a general fiber F, and 

B(X/ S）口 ｛zεN1(X/S);deg zどO}.

Definition 1.4. A minirrは lmodel off : X→ S (or of X over・S)is a projective 

mo叩i出mf': X＇→S wl山Iisatisfies the following conditions (cf. [KMM]): 

( 1) There exists込 birational招待 α：X' →X such that f'二 fo a. 
(2) X' has only Q叩f正k《：

(3) Kx, is J'－肘 f.

The pair (X＇，α） is called札 markedminimal model with a marki時 α.If f: x→ S 
is also minimal, thenαi出札nisomorphism in codimension 1, and we obtain an 

isomorphismα本： N1(XソS）→ N1(X/S)such that a.(M(X’／ S)) = M(X/ S) and 
αパB(X'/S))= B(X/S). We denote a.（λ（X’／S))=A(X’／S，α）. We sometimes 
write A(X' / S) instead of A(X’／S，α） if there is川 dangerof confusion. Two 
mar1吋山山nal山＞deb(X;, a;) (i = 1, 2) are said to be山 morphiιiftl同 eexists 

an isomorphism /3 : X1叶 X2such that a1 ＝α2 0 /3. 
Let f: X → S be a minimal model. We denote by Aut(X/ S) (resp. Bir(X/ S)) 

the group of biregular (resp. birational) automorphisms of X over S. Any 6ξ 
Bir(X/ S) doen not contract a勾 divisoron X, siぉceKx i詰 J-nefand X has only 
terminal singularities. Thus there is a linear representation 

σ；日ir(X/S）→ GL(N1(X/ S), Z) 

given by σ（B)([D]) ＝仇（［DJ).

Lemma 1.5. Let (X，， 向） (i = 1, 2) be marked minir川 lmodels of a minimal 

f: Xo→S. Then tlie following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (X1，α1)and(X2，α2) are isomorphic. 
(2) A(Xif S，αi) = A(Xz/ S，α2 ) in N 1 ( X / S). 
(3) A(Xif S，α1) n A(Xz/S，α2）ヂein N1(X/S）.口

Corollary 1.6. There is a 1-1 correspondence between tile orbit spacε 

Bir(Xo / S)/ A.ut(Xo/ S) 

and tlie set of isomorphism classes of t11e marked minimal models (X，α） of X0 over 
S such that X is isomorphic to X0 over S. 口
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4 YUJIRO KAWAMATA 

Definition 1. 7. f : X → S i白自aidto be a Calabi嗣 Y“・ufiber sp品ceif X has f》nl〉f 

Q品ιtor、

ge川 ralthan the usual CalabトYauma山lifoldin the following points: (1) there is no 
assumption on the おは＆訟εはalgroup nor the irregularity of the generic fiber, (2) 

X may be mildly si時 ular,(3) we consider relatively over the b制 espaむeS. 払r
ex乱mple,if dim X ぉ dimS (resp. 出 dimS十 1),then f is a crep仰 tresolution of 
singularities (resp. 似 Ielliptic fibration). We note that h1(0x~ ） may be non-zero 
even if h 1 ( 0 x ）ぉ 0. Any mini1川 lmodel which同 tisfiesthe abundance theor r 1 

yields a Calabi-Yau fiber space (cf. [KMMJ). The point is that we can treat these 
cases in a unified way. 

Definition 1.8. Let f : X → S be a Calabi叩 Yaufiber space, and X ~ T 

S a factorization such that g is also a CalabトYaufiber space ai叫ん isnot an 

is川 1orpl山m Then g* : N1(T/S）→ N1 ( X / S) is injective, and g* A(T / S) 

g*N1(TzS)nA(X/S) is a face of A(X/S). There are 2 cases: 
( 1) g is a birational訟 orphism.In this case, it is called a birationalεon traction. 

We haveρ（X/T）十ρ（T/S)＝ρ（X/S) ([KMM］）‘ Ifρ（X/T) = 1, then it is called 
elementary or primiti-ue. 

(2) dim X ＞仙nT. In this ca出e,g is called aβber space str-ucture (cf. [OJ). 

Let D be an !-effective but not f-nef ~－divisor ・ If Eis a SU飴cientlysmall positive 
number, thε誌 thepair (X，正D)is log terminal, and there exists an ext詑 malray R 

for this pair ([KMM]). Letゆ； X －→Ybe a contraction morpl出mover S associated 
to R. Since Kx is f-nef, ¢; is a primitive birational contraction morphism. It is 
called a di-uisori(Ll contraction or札 smallcontraction if the exceptional locus ofゆis
a prime divisor or not, respectively. In the latter case, the log flip ofゆiscalled 札

D昇op.
In this paper, a prime divisor E on X is said to be /-exceptional if there exists 

a minimal model /1 : X＇→ S of f and a divisorial contraction </> : X’→ Y ovむIs 
whose exceptional divisor is the strict transform of E. 

As a conseque削除 ofthe cone th帥 rem([KMM]), we obtain 

Theorem 1.9. ({K2, Theorem 5. 7)) Let f : X → S be a Calabi冊 Yaufiber space. 
Then the cone 

A(X/ 5) n B(X/ S) = .A'(X/ S) n B(X/ S) 

is locally rational polyhedral insideもheopen cone B(X/ S). Moreover, any face F of 

tliis cone corresponds to a bira tionaJ contractionや： X → Yover S by the equality 

F口 ¢；＊（A(Y/S）ハB(Y/S））. 口

The following is an easy generalization of the characterization of nef and big 

divisors in [Kl, Lemma 3] to IR. divisors: 

Proposition 1.10. Let f : X → S be a proper morphism of normal varieties. 

Then 

え（X/S）ηB(X/S)= {zξ A(X/S);z; > O} 

where n is the dimension of the generic五berXη off. 

The followi刊 isin [W] for the case of Calalパ川w 3-folds: 

。

O
B
 

q
d
 



CONE OF DIVISORS OF CALABl-YAU FIBER SPACES 5 

Corollary 1.11. Let f: X → S be a Calabi-Yau fiber space, and let W = { zε 

N1 (X/ S); z~ > O}. Then the cone A(X/ S)n Wis locally rational poly｝町 lralinside 
the cone V¥人口

Remark 1.13. (1) Co吋ecture1.12 were inspired by the mirror symmetry conjec-

ture of Calabi-Yau threefolds. Some positive evidences are given in [BJ, [GM] and 

[OP] for (1) and [Nml] for (2). 

(2) With respect to our relative formulation over the base space S, the variety X 

can be an arbitrary minimal model which satisfies the abunda山 etheorem ([KMM]), 

if we take S to be the canonical model Proj( EBご＝oH0(X, mKx )). 
(3) If we replace the ample cone A(X) by the K込l巾 rconeκ（X), then the 

conjecture is clearly false. 

( 4) The finiteness q田 stionssuch as the finit巴 generationof the canonical ring, 

the termination of flips, the finiteness of the cones, the boundedness of the moduli 

space aは theZariski decomposition, seem to be mut凶 Uyrelated （じf.[A], [G]). 

Example 1.14. (1) Let X be an abelian variety. Then we have 

A(X) = B(X) = {zξ N1(X); ZnとO｝。

where 0 denotes an irreducibl巴 componentof the cone, since X does not contain a 

rational curve, and there is no divisorial contraction nor flop of X. 

Although the shape of this cone is quite different from a finite rational polyhedral 

cone, the conjecture seems to be true in this case, too. One checks it by an explicit 

calculation in the case where X ==: E× ・・・ ×E for an elliptic curve E without 

complex multiplicatio凶（Corollary2.11 ). A related result is in [NN]. 

(2) Let X be a K3 surface with an ample class h, and I; the set of all the 

(-2)-curves on X. Then 

λ（X) = {zε N1(X); z2三O,z・んと 0,z. C'とO ¥:/C'ξE} 

and B(X) is the closed convex cone generated by the cone {zε N1(X);z2三
0, z. hどO}and the CεE. This duality between A and B will be generalized in 

Theorem 2.9. In this case, the conjecture is verified in [St] (see Theorem 2.1). See 

also [Kov]. 

Our strategy is to analyse the birational automorphism group first and try to 

prove Co吋ecture(2), and then consider the biregular automorphism group toward 

Co吋 叫 旧e( 1 ). 

Lemma 1.15. Let f : X → S be a Calabi Yau五bertipace. Assume that the 

number of faces of Aε（X/ S) which corres’F】ondto primitive birational co川 ractions

is五nite叩 tothe action of Biz¥ X / S). Then it is also finite up to the action of 

Aut(X/ S）. 口

Lemma 1.16. Let f : X → S be a Calabi-Yau fiber space. Assume』hatthe 

山 mberof faces of Ae(X/ S) wllich correspond to五berspace structues is白1iteup 

to the action of Bir(X/ S). In ad正litio叫剖sumethatυ1e五rstpart of Co可θctur
1 1.12 (2) is tn for any Calabi-Yau五berspace wllich fa以ctorsf 即 11-trivially.The1 

it is also finite up to tl1e action of Aut(X/ S）. 口
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6 YUJIRO KAWAMATA 

2. GENERAL RESULTS FOR DIMENSION 2 OR 3. 

Theorem 2.1. Let f : X 吋 Sbe a Calabi-Yau五berspace such that dim X = 2. 

Then ConJecture 1.12 is true. 口

Remark 2ふ（1) The global Torelli theorem proved in [PSSJ guarantees the exis-
tence of su飴cientlylarge automorphism group, and is the key point in the proof. 

(2) The above theorem is also valid over any field k of characteristic 0. 

Theorem 2ふ （c王 ｛K2,p.120)). Let Jo : X0→ 5 be a Calabi-Yau fiber space 
with dim X0 = 3, and D川 JR-divisorsud1 that [DJ E Me(X0/ S). Then tl問、e

exists a sequence of D町 flopssuch that the strict transform of D becomes relatively 
nef over S. Therefore, 

Me(Xo/ S) = LJ Ae(X/ S, a) 
(X，白）

where the union on the right hand side is taken for all the marked minimal models 

(X，的。fX0 over S. 口

Proposition 2.4. Let f : X→S be a Calabi Yau fiber space suζh出品 dimX = 3. 

Thenぬecones Ae(X/S) and M ε（X/S) are ge関誌もedby the numerical classes of 
Q-Cartier divisors as convex cones. ロ

The following gives a positive answer to Conjecture 1.12 in a special case, where 

we note that Bir(X/ S）出｛id}:

Theorem 2ふ （［KM}).L巴tS be a normal 3-fold, and f : X → S a minimal 
resolution. Then A(X/ S) is a 白1itepolyhedral cone, and tl悶 eexists only finitely 
many marked minimal models of f. In other words, ConJectur・e1.12 isもrueif 

dim X =dim S = 3. ロ

The following is a generalization of the above theorem: 

Theorem 2.6. Let Jo : Xo→S be a Calabi Yau五berspace sucb tliat di訟 Xo= 3. 

Tben the decomposition 

Me(X0/S)nB(X0/S)= ~ Ae(X/S,a)nβ（Xo/ S) 
(X，白）

is locally finite inside the open cone B(X0/ S) in the following sense: if L; is a closed 

convex cone contained in B(X0/ S) U {O}, then there exist only a a出te山田berof 

cones Ae(X/ S，α） n B(X0/ S) which intersect L;. 口

The accum叶ationoccurrs only toward the bm 

Corollc:量ry2.τ. Let f: X→S be a Calabi-Yau fiber space such that di訟 x=3. 

Tl邸 1the cone M(X/ S)nB(X/ S) is locally rational polyh告dralinside the open cone 
B(X/S). Moreover, the faces ofぬiscone correspond to divisorial co回 ractionsof 
some marked minimal models. 口

Remark 2.8. One f”exceptional divisor may correspond to several faces of 

;¥A.(X/S). 
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Theorem 2.9. Let f : X→ S be a Calabi-Yau fiber space sucl1 that dim X = 3‘ 

Tlien the cone B(X/ S) is locally rational polyhedral inside the open cone 

N1(X/S) ¥ （；玩（X/S)n oB(X/S)). 

Moreover, it is generated by M ( X / S) and the numerical class目。fthe !-exceptional 

divisors. 口

We have the following positive evidence for Conjecture 1.12 in the case where 

X is a direct product of an elliptic curve without complex multiplications. By the 

mirror syrnrnetr）ヘ itscornplexified Kahler cone ndn(n十l)x FfA(X) should he 

isomorphic to the moduli space of marked principally polarized abelian varieti削

under the min川、 map,as is proved in the following proposition. An aLelian variety 

which is isogenous to X may correspond to a non-principal polari同 tion. 

Proposition 2.10. Let X ニ Ex・ ・・ xE (n-times) for組 ellipticcur同 Ewitho叫

complex multiplications. Then A出（X)= Bir(X）， ρ（X) ＝ド（ぬ今月， and 

Im（σ：Aut(X）一→ GL(N1(X），お）） e.:: GL(n, Z). 

Moreover, there is a linear凶omorphismT : N1 (X）→ S( n, IR) to the real vector 

space。fsy題担etric(n, n)-matrices wlむhsendsA(X）も0the cone of positive definite 
matrices and wbicl1 is compa主iblewitl1 the natぽ alG L( n, '£)-actions. 0 

Corollary 2.11. Conjecture 1.12 is true for X 日 Ex ・ ・ ・ x E for an elliptic curve 

E without complex multiplications. 口

We make a remark on the behaviour of the cones of divisors under deformations 

e以 endi碍［W]and [N認 2].Tl治 問 問Itis not used in the rest of this paper・

Proposition 2.12. Let X be a Calabi-Yau fiber space over a point such that 

dim X = 3 an h2(0x）ニ 0. Let官： X → B be a flat family of deformations of 
X = X0 over a germ (B,0). Then tl回 reexist at most countably many proper 

closed analytic s叶JSetsC >. of B, which may co川 ain0, such tliat A(XふM(Xi)

and B(Xi) are constant in N1(X）言語 N1(Xt)for tε B＼りλCλ・ 口

3. MAIN RESULTS 

Main Theorem. Let f : X →S be a Calabi-Yau fiber space such that dim X = 3 

and dim S = 2 orニ 1.Then there exist only fini臼lymany chambers for the marked 

minirr叫 modelsoff and finitely many faces of tl泌m up to the uction of BiパX/S),

lience tlle first parts of Conjecture (1) and (2) are tn見己

Corollary. Let X be an algebraic variety of dimension 3 whose Kodaira dimension 

叫X)is positive. Then tl1ere exisもonlyfinitely many minimal models of X up to 

isomorphisms. 口
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